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THE FUTURE REQUIREMENT FOR THE COIN AIRCRAFT
Counterinsurgency operations require special operational
aircraft.

This has been proven by United States combat

forces in South East Asia where the OV-lOA "Bronco", an
aircraft specifically designed for counterinsurgency operations, was deployed with great success.

For example•

airborne combat losses were minimal due to excellent survivability design and outstanding maneuverabilitya simplicity, ruggedness and maintainability kept maintenance
hours per flight hour at an exceedingly low figurea

the

low cost of operations coupled with the capability to
deliver amazing quantities of ordnance on difficult targets with pin-point accuracy.

u.s.

With the winding down of

combat involvement in SEA, the tendency would be to

terminate COIN aircraft operations in the various services.
However, it is concluded that a capability for COIN
operations and future developing tactics must remain an
integral part of the capability of the USAF/USN/USMC.

It

is recommended that a COIN capability be continued as part
of the air forces of the various services.

In addition it

is further recommended that this type aircraft receive
priority consideration in our Military Aid sales to our
lessor developed allies.
ii
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THE FUTURE REQUIREMENT FOR THE COIN AIRCRAFT
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to determine if there is
a future requirement for the counterinsurgency aircraft
(COIN) after Vietnam.

This COIN aircraft has been exten-

sively employed in the Republic of Vietnam since 1968 by
the United States Air Force and United States Marines as a
forward air control (FAC) aircraft.

The United States Navy,

however, has utilized the aircraft primarily in a close air
supporting role (CAS) in interdiction operations in direct
support of riverine forces along the rivers and canal networks in the III and IV tactical Corps.

This aircraft was ,

specifically designed for a close tactical support role in
a counterinsurgency environment.

Specifically, this paper

will address the continuing need for this aircraft in
future counterinsurgency operations.
The possibility of future subversive insurgencies or
"wars of national liberation" throughout the world cannot
be ruled out.
enemy who

These wars are characterized by a fleeting

moves mostly at night and who usually remains

hidden underground in the day time.

Terror and ambush

are his tactics and undetected mobility his security.
1

,

Modern forces need to derive maximum benefit from air
power to be really effective against this formidable enemy.
In this regard an investigation is conducted in this paper
to determine if a continued requirement exists to retain
the COIN aircraft in the inventory.
In order to determine if there is a future requirement for the COIN aircraft, a review of the conceptual

, design requirements, which was a tri-service input, is
first discussed in Chapter II.

Chapter III examines the

production model, its operational employment by the three
services and its statistical accomplishments in the Republic
of Vietnam.

Chapter IV will attempt to look at the future

and assess the threat of possible future communist inspired
insurgencies in areas where a requirement for the COIN
aircraft exists.

In addition to the versatility of the

aircraft in a wartime environment, its non-military role
will also be assesed.

The last chapter will be devoted to

conclusions drawn from the previous chapters and recommendations deemed to flow from these conclusions and analysis.
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CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT OF THE COIN AIRCRAFT
Background.

In the days of propeller driven aircraft,

the effectiveness of a combat aircraft was in direct
relation to its speed.

Swift aircraft could achieve air

superiority on the one hand or offer faster accomplishment
of interdiction missions on the other.

But the situation

became radically changed with the advent of the jet.

Along

with the undeniable advantage of high performance for the
air superiority role came disadvantages when used in the
ground support role.

Jets do not deliver ordnance cheaply,

tend to be too fast to deliver it effectively, cannot loiter
long, and are quite vulnerable to ground fire compared to
conventional aircraft.

That is, the Mach II fighter is

not capable of inexpensive and efficient delivery of general
purpose ordnance.

This situation led directly to the

COIN development program.
Basic Conceptual Prerequisites.

In the conceptual

phase of the COIN aircraft that presaged the specific
operational requirements, the basic design requirement for
the aircraft was that it would be able to operate without
a fixed base installation.

This design feature was to

permit integration with the ground scheme of maneuver and
to provide maximum passive defense against counter air

3

operations in the combat area.

Operations from within a

friendly perimeter would also minimize the security problems that beset forward tactical airfields, especially
where guerilla action and infiltration are considered. 1
As a closely allied design feature, the aircraft should
be able to take off and land in most of the areas in
which a limited war might be fought and should be designed
to use roads so that operations would even be possible in
jungle areas where clearings are few and far between.
Therefore, the aircraft was designed for short-field
take-offs and landing (STOL) operations. 2
Propulsive System.
propulsive system design.

Simplicity was the keynote of the
The power plant consisted of two

500 hp turboprop engines with seven and one-half foot

reversible propellers and a built-in start capability.

Fuel

consumption was desired to be about 50 gallons/hour, using
only standard internal combustion engine fuel.

A start-

ing unit or an auxiliary power source should not be
required for engine starting.J

Engines were to be small -

capable of being carried by two men. 4 The system design
emphasized ease of maintenance with limited equipment.
Weapon Capability.

It was considered neither necess-

ary nor desirable for the COIN aircraft to carry an
extremely heavy ordnance load.

Accuracy, proper tactics,
4

and weapons matched to targets would provide effective fire
power as distinguished from blind, destructive force.
Provisions were made for a capability against relatively
soft, fleeting targets such as troops and unarmored
vehicless for hard point targets such as tanks; and for
larger targets such as bridges and bunkers.

The aircraft,

therefore, should be able to carry sufficient ordnance to
execute an interdiction type strike effectively and still
provide 8'larmed reconnaissance capability on the same
sortie.5
Maneuverability.

To provide pinpoint accuracy in the

delivery of weapons, the aircraft specifically required the
capability to fly comfortably at relatively low speeds to
enable the pilot to locate, positively identify, and attack
the normally dodging fleeting enemy. 6
Combat Radius.

The locating and subsequent circling

of the enemy for successive reattacks make a reasonably
long on station time (endurance) a necessity.

The endur-

ance/combat radius capability was planned for at least
three hours on station at a target JOO miles away carrying
a minimum of 3,000 pounds of ordnance.?
Since an armed reconnaissance capability was required,
visibility was of prime importance with dual seat/configuration required in front of the wing.

An observer riding

along in a COIN aircraft would be of invaluable aid to the
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pilot in distinguishing friend from foe.

Targets of

opportunity could quickly and positively be identified
and these targets could be attacked without long delays
associated with a confirmation call to higher authority. 8
In addition a "War of National Liberation" typically involves people of indistinguishable physical chacteristics
operating in isolated areas.9

Accidental attack of friend-

ly or neutral targets cannot be permitted without a serious
political loss therefore, the observer could be most valuable
in identification and could also assist in navigation,
communication and airborne lookout for any offensive
air threat. 10
All Weather Capability.

The COIN aircraft was .d esigned

to be capable of all-weather flight to and from the target
area.

However, in combat the aircraft was to be flown under

visual flight rules (VFR) exclusively in combat.

Operations

are possible with a ceiling of 200 feet with one-half mile
visibility and dive bombing can be conducted with a 2,000
foot ceiling.

Parenthetically, all-weather attack systems

are expensive, heavy, require additional maintenance and
more aircrew training.

Therefore, an all weather system

was not considered essential.
Summary.

A definite type of aircraft with specific

capabilities was needed1 one to be aesigned for operations
6

in counter-insurgency warfare.

An aircraft; that could

operate out of primitive areas with little logistic supports that could deliver a variety of weapons to the
target with pin point accuracy; an aircraft that could
fly to and from the target in all-weather conditionss an
aircraft that would not have a prohibitive cost.

To

summarize the optimum desired COIN aircraft qualities•
1.

Short-field take off and landing on a rough un-

prepared surface.
2.

Dual cockpit with good visibility from either

cockpit.

3.

Twin turbo-prop engines with reversible capability

and self starters.

4.

Combat radius of at least JOO miles with a minimum

of three hours on station carrying J,000 pounds of ordnance.

5.

Gomd flying qualities throughout the operating

envelope.
6.

Speed ranges from 60 knots to 400 knots.

(275 knots

maximum straight and level in the clean configuration and
180-220 knots at cruise speed).

7.

Provisions for carrying paratroopers, personnel

or cargo internally.
The next chapter will examine the aircraft designed to
have the above listed qualities; the OV-lOA built by
North American Rockwell and appropriately nicknamed the
"Bronco."
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CHAPTER III
THE COIN AIRCRAFT OV-lOA BRONCO
Introduction.

Ruggedness, simplicity of operation

and maneuverability were heavily emphasized during the
design of the COIN aircraft.

As a result, the OV-lOA

aircraft was delivered to the Air Force and Marines in
February 1968 and has been employed to perform a variety
of military missions, including observation and reconnaissance, forward air control, helicopter escort, ground
attack, target marking, gunfire spotting, liaison, utility,
training and light transport.

Most of the aircraft systems

are manually operated, thereby providing high system
effectiveness with minimum complexity.

While the number of

components have been held to a minimum, identical and
interchangeable items are utilized wherever possible.
Description.

The main features of the OV-lOA air-

craft include twin boom mounted turbo-prop engines, a
rectangular constant chord shoulder-mounted wing, a large
can9py, and high vertical stabilizers with a high set
horizontal stabilizer.

The landing gear trailing arm

design with low pressure tires permits extended operations
from rough, unimproved fields near the supported ground
units or dispersed throughout the countryside for minimum
vulnerability.

Both pilot and co-pilot are positioned well
8

forward of the engines and wings in a tandem seating
arrangement which provides excellent visibility.

A 90 per-

cent pilot-copilot visibility overlap assures close coordination during visual surveillance missions.

Both cockpits

in the OV-lOA aircraft are equipped with LW-JB ejection
seat systems capable of zero altitude and zero velocity
ejections.

The large fuselage cargo compartment (75 cubic

foot volume) offers flexibility to accommodate a wide
variety of mission applications not usually available in
the average tactical aircraft.

With the removal of the

seat, instruments and primary flight controls from the aft
cockpit, the available cargo space can be expanded to
110 cubic feet.

The cargo compartment door swings open

180 degrees for unobstructed loading and can be removed
for paradrop and air drop supply operations.

The arma-

ment capability of the OV-lOA consists of four internal
sponson-mounted 7.62mm M60C machine guns, four external
sponson armament stations with 600 pounds capacity each,
one fuselage centerline armament station with a 1,200 pound
capacity and provisions for mounting the AIM-9D Sidewinder
missiles and other light ordnance items under each wing.
Deployment.

The first OV-lO's deployed to South

Vietnam in July 1968, when a detachment of Marines flew
from Subia Bay to Marble Mountain near DaNang and began
9

flying combat missions on the day of their arrival. 1
Air Force initial deployment was later the same month.
These aircraft were disassembled and crated at Kelly Air
Force Bases flown in C-133's to Bien Hoa Air Base near
Saigon, reassembled, and became operational five days
after arrival. 2 Follow-on aircraft for both services were
cocooned and shipped by surface transport carriers.

Navy

OV-10 operations began in April 1969 with the arrival of
Light Attack Squadron Four (VAL-4) in the Delta.

By that

time, two Marine squadrons were operating in I Corps
Tactical Zone and three Air Force squadrons covered I and
III Corps and out-country operations.
Missions.

Principal missions of the OV-lOA in the

Republic of South Vietnam include forward air control in
support of ground forces, strike control and reconnaissance of enemy supply routes, and close air support of
riverine and coastal patrol forces.

Marine aircraft have

been employed as "armed FAC's" locating and marking targets coordinating and controlling battlefield air strikes,
and employing their own ordnance to suppress enemy fire
before and during a strike.

Armed FAC•s are also used to

provide a limited but highly responsive strike capability
until heavier attack aircraft can respond.

Frequently, the

FAC•s firepower and immediate response is' sufficient to
destroy the target.

Mission radius varies from less than
10

five miles-sometimes almost off the end of the runway-to
100 miles.

Typical ordnance loads include 2.75 in. mark-

ing and high explosive rockets, 7.62mm internal guns, 20mm
guns, the SUU-11 minigun pod, and flares for night operations.
The Air Force initially used the aircraft as an unarmed FAC, but after a successful test program in the spring
of 1969, switched to the armed FAC concept.

This test,

known as "Misty Bronco", determined that Air Force response
times to Army requests for immediate close air support were
greatly reduced by the immediate availability of the armed
FAC; in many instances the response was instantaneous.

(An

average of five minutes compared to 50 minutes for other
close support aircraft.)

In addition, the armed FAC pro-

vided increased Air Force participation in small troopsin-contact situations.

The armed FAC was able to contain

isolated enemy targets until heavier fire support could
respond and in some instances destroy or neutralize small
fleeting targets that otherwise might have escaped.

Four

aircraft proved sufficient to provide a continuous daytime
and night alert strike presence from a brigade area of
operations.

During the test, the incidence of aircraft

battle damage proved to be no greater than for unarmed
FAC operations.

The Air Force also uses OV-lO's for recon-

naissance and strike control in out-country operations.3
11

The employment of OV-lO's by the Navy came about as a
result of expanding river warfare operations in the
Mekong Delta and a need for additional air assets to support these operations.

To provide this support, Light

Attack Squadron Four (VAL-4) was commissioned in the
United States in January 1969, deployed the following
April, and, after 11 days in-country training, began
around-the-clock combat operations in support of Naval
River Forces in the Delta.

This 14 plane squadron, based

at Binh. Thuy and Yung Tau, provided close air support for
river and coastal patrol forces, SEAL teams, combined Army,
Navy, and Vietnamese Navy operations, and air support in
other areas when requested.

The normal two aircraft,

Light Attack Fire Team scheduled patrol covers JOO nautical
miles, and the normal radius of action on "scramble-alert"
missions is 85 miles.

Overhead air cover missions pro-

vided up to 4-12 hour continuous on-station time for boat
escort and special operations.
A typical OV-10 fire team carries eight M-60 machine
guns, one 20mm gun pod, one 7.62 minigun pod, 20 5-in. Zuni
Rockets, 14 2.75 in. rockets, and at night, sufficient
flares for 24 minutes of continuous illumination which was
adequate for target location and attack. 4
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Air Force Evaluation.

Prior to full scale operations,

the Air Force conducted a detailed, formal combat evaluation
of the aircraft known as "Combat Bronco. 5
11

This evaluation

concluded that1
1.

The aircraft successfully demonstrated a capability

to perform FAC and visual reconnaissance missions during
day and night conditions.
2.

Aircraft takeoff and landing performance was com-

patible with operations from main operation bases (MOB) and
forward operation bases (FOB).

No instances were recorded

where length or condition of available airstrips prohibited
the OV-lOA from performing assigned missions.

3.

Speed, range, maneuverability, and visibility were

satisfactory for performing air strike control, visual
reconnaissance and artillery adjustment function and tactics.

4.

Internal fuel provided sufficient loiter time at

all target areas within the typical Corps Tactical Zone.

5. Weapons delivery system design and simplicity
contributed to minimum target marking circular errors
throughout the delivery envelope.

6.

Communications, navigation, and rendezvous systems

provided a reliable and improved capability.

7.

The aircraft demonstrated the required systems

reliability and maintainability to operate under austere
maintenance and supply support conditions.
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8.

All pilots considered the maneuverability, response

visibility. and other capabilities of the aircraft either
outstanding or excellent.
Operational Statistics.

By the end of June 1970. the

OV-lOA had logged 228,000 combat hours representing approximately 100,000 sorties.

These figures tend to obscure

some of the more dramatic performances which have been
recorded.
In October 1969. the 7th Fleet Carrier Strike Force
which consisted of two or three carriers and over JOO aircraft-flew 712 sorties against enemy targets in Vietnam and
Laos.

The aircraft were credited with 150 military struc-

tures-42 bunkers, seven supply routes. one sampan, and
three weapons positions damaged or destroyed. 6 In that
same month, the 14 plane Navy Bronco Squadron flew 742
sorties (occasionally more than 40 sorties in one day) and
was credited with 102 confirmed and 204 probable enemy
troops killed, 208 military structures, 80 bunkers, and
94 sampans destroyed or damaged.7

In terms of effectiveness,

these figures alone would appear to confirm the validity
of the concept which led to the development of an aircraft
specifically designed for counterinsurgency and similar
limited warfare operations.

In addition, the operating

and maintenance costs of the OV-lOA are over 6o% less than
those for the lightest carrier attack or similar ground
based aircraft.
14

The record established by one Marine squadron, VM0-6,
during its 11 month tour in Vietnam typifies Marine employment of the aircraft in the armed TAC (A) role.

The squad-

ron was based 25 miles south of the DMZ at Quang Tri.
Environmental conditions at that base are severe-temperature ranged from 25 to 115 degrees F and, in addition to
the monsoon rains and typhoons, 30-35 knot winds
fine sand for as much as six hours per day.

blew

Despite these

conditions, the squadron maintained an operational readiness rate of over 80% throughout the period.

With an

average of 15 assigned OV-lOA's, it flew 4,878 sorties
in 11,000 flight hours.

Ammunition expenditures totalled

three and one-half million rounds of 7.62mm, 53,526-2.75 in.

WP and HE rockets, 3,500-5 in. HE rockets, 2,697 flares,
and 1,590 hand smoke grenades.

In June 1969, the squadron

flew 647 sorties-1,530 hours - one aircraft alone flew 68
flights for a total 161 hours. 8
Survivability.

The OV-lOA is an example of new air-

craft design which reflects the renewed emphasis on survivability as an important design factor.

The design

provides for reduced vulnerability to enemy firepower of
the fuel, powerplant, flight control, crew and hydraulic
systems within an airframe rugged enough to withstand
projectile and blast damage.9
15

The survivability design concept, coupled with a
high degree of maneuverability, has resulted in a low
combat loss rate.

The aircraft have been subjected to

fire from 7.62mm, 12.?mm, 23mm, and 37mm HE and AP weapons.

Fire in flight has accounted for only 12% of all

losses, compared to an average of about 65% for all attack
aircraft, and no losses have been attributed to flight
control, hydraulic, or electrical system damage although
these systems have been hit repeatedly.

A number of air-

craft have been damaged on the ground by rocket and mortar
fire and by satchel charges.

There were no fires and all

aircraft were repaired and returned to service.

An added

benefit has accrued from the conventional design with sheet
o~

metal rather than milled skins, in that the majorityAcombat
damage is repairable in squadron shd~s, usually overnight. 10
Maintainability.

The OV-lOA has proved to be a reliable

aircraft and easy to maintain.

Maintenance facilities in

the Republic of Vietnam have been uniformly austere-generally those available for maintenance of the 0-1, 0-2, or
UH-1.

At forward operating bases, maintenance is performed

in the open by the crew chief using hand tools.

Repairs

beyond his capability are accomplished by specialists flown
to the area, or by recovery and repair at the main operating
base.

Extensively damaged aircraft are evacuated by

helicopter lift.

16

The primary measures of maintenance effectiveness are
the operational readiness (OR) rate maintenanc/f~nhours
per flight hour (MMH/FH).

Figure I lists the average

established by the three services as shown below.
higher MMH/FH for

u.s.

The

Navy aircraft included the main-

tenance of the lVIK-4 gun pod.
Figure I
AVERAGE OR RATE AND MMH/FH
Service
USMC
USAF
USN

(1)

OR Rate 1
75

~

MMHl'.FH

8.7

85

5.1
10.0 (1)
includes intermediate maintenance.

BJ

The Marine Corps OR rate reflects a parts supply
problem caused by a utilization rate about
originally programmed.

5o%

above that

Manhour expenditures are similar

to those for 0-1 and 0-2 FAC aircraft.

Typical jet attack,

by comparison, require approximately 29 MMH/FH for the
F-100 up to 41 for the F-4.
The typically austere maintenance facilities and
equipment which have been used for 0-1 and 0-2 aircraft
have proved adequate for the Ov-lOA maintenance with the
addition of a jet engine shop, an ejection seat shop, and
an expanded ordnance loading/repair capability.

Powered

aerospace ground equipment (AGE) requirements are minimals
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generators and air compressors at main maintenance bases
and none at forward bases.
Turnaround time for aircraft which require only servicing and rearming averages 35 minutes.

Under pressure it

has been as little as eight minutes.

For aircraft which

require maintenance because of a grounding deficiency, the
mean recovery time is 1.5 hours.
The costs of operating consumables--fuels, oil, and
lubricants, crew equipment and maintenance consumables--is
also low at $12.00/flight hour for light attack operations
conducted by VAL-4.

Using the standard planning factor

approach, total operating and maintenance costs including
fuel and oil, airframe and engine rework, depot support
and replacement spares, are estimated at $130/flight hours
approximately the same as UH-1 series helicopters, slightly
less than the AH-1 Huey Cobra, and 67% less than the A-4
series light attack aircraft.
Deficiencies and limitations.

Neither the formal

evaluations nor routine operations have listed any major
deficiencies or limitations against the aircraft.

However,

as with any new weapon system, there are always areas where
improvements can be made.

For example, in the temperatures

that prevail in South Vietnam, the cockpit is hot during
ground operations and the Marines are considering air

18

conditioning.

Pilots would prefer more horsepower, not for

greater speed, but for shorter takeoff rolls with heavy
loads, better single engine capability, and better climb
performance coming off target with heavy ordnance loads.
They would also like more protection, and side armor is
being considered.

The bubble canopy, which provides

superior visibility during daylight operations, causes
a glare problem at night which has been solved by modifications in cockpit lighting.

Finally, there is general

agreement that M-60 ?.62mm machine guns should be replaced
by larger caliber guns.
Summary.

The performance of the OV-lOA and its

operating units in Southeast Asia has validated the original
concept of design and operations which resulted in the
development of a light armed reconnaissance aircraft for
counterinsurgency and similar limited warfare.
Pilots who have flown earlier FAC aircraft believe the
added speed, maneuverability, and visibility of the OV-lOA
adds substantially to their ability to perform the forward
air control mission and improves their chances of survival
against enemy ground fire.

The airplane is even more

effective when its armament capabilities are employed, in
conjunction with the basic FAC mission, to provide continuous air cover and an immediate strike capability in small
troops-in-contact situations, to contain isolated targets,

19

and to neutralize small fleeting targets that might otherwise escape. 11 In the attack role, pilots are impressed
by the ability to fly at speeds and altitudes required to
locate and accurately attack-and reattack repeatedly if
necessary--typical counterinsurgency targets.

The reaction

of ground and riverine forces to the continuous cover/
immediate response capability is predictably enthusiastic.
Light attack fire teams have also demonstrated the feasibility of providing close air support without the aid of
a forward air controller which offers possibilities for
further savings in manpower and equipment.
Of greatest significance is the demonstrated capability
of a simple and inexpensive air weapons system to meet a
large percentage of ground force support requirements
without the heavy drain on total air resources which has
been a limiting factor in effective close air support since
World War II.

20

CHAPTER IV
THE FUTURE
Introduction,

Since its initial use in combat in the

Republic of Vietnam, the OV-lOA has played a vital role in
counterinsurgency warfare and has added new meaning to
close air support.

The United States Air Force and

United States Marine Corps have a continuing requirement
for the COIN aircraft in their future planning and there
are no known follow-on aircraft to replace the OV-lOA in
their inventory.

However, the United States Navy's pro-

gram to enhance its Riverine forces and associated air
support, except for the current effort in the Republic of
Vietnam, is extremely limited,
The United States Navy finds itself in a position where
severe budgetary limitations and overriding requirements
for the development and procurement of new ships, aircraft,
and weapon systems prevent the allocation of resources to
COIN operations.

The existing overwhelming requirements to

modernize the fleet, maintain development and procurement
of new generations of aircraft and weapon systems within the
Navy, the restraints of the Nixon Doctrine toward expanded
foreign commitments and expanded levels of commitment,
pressures within the Congress for reduced U.S. Military
appropriations and reduced military and foreign assistance
21

programs, all strongly mitigate against the development of
new major programs.

There is, however, a definite threat

and this threat is real enough to warrant the establishment of a permanent organization within the Navy to retain
a nucleus of assets and skills acquired in COIN operations
during the present conflict in the Republic of Vietnam.
The Riverine capability should not be laid down to rest,
particularly when one reviews the existent threat.
The Threat.

Since the end of World War II both the

Soviet and the Chinese Communists have engaged in supporting "wars of national liberation."

These wars

a~e

all

protracted to extend or establish communist control over
free or emerging nations.

The war in Vietnam, according

to Lin Piao, is not a unique situation but a reasonable
representation of what is to come in the future.

When

we examine these areas collectively, it becomes apparent
that the communist threat is directed at the underdeveloped
countries which for the most part lack or do not have a
well developed system of transportation.

But many of these

countries have extensive major river systems and inland
waterways upon which they rely greatly for transportation
and lines of communication.

It is these areas that are

potentially susceptible to insurgent activity and usually
have the following three factors in common•

22

(1)

they are

underdeveloped, (2) they have navigable waterways; and

(3) a large proportion of the population lives beside and
depend upon these waterways. 1

A look at the world map

shows that many of the emerging countries of the world
possess all three of these factor s, and in these control
of the waterways is essential to defeat an insurgency.
Areas in which there is, or could be, an insurgency
are in South America along the Amazon, La Plate, Orinoco,
Paraguay, Uruguay and Magdalena Riveras in Africa along
the Congo, Niger, and Nile Rivers and in Asia along the
Ganges, Indus, Brahmaputra, Menon, Mekong, Irrawadde, and
Tigris and Euphrates rivers.

All these rivers flow through

areas where major concentrations of populations make up
the political and economic centers of their respective
countries.

The control of these waterways is of primary

importance to insure the uninterrupted flow of commerce,
and to support the recognized government in combatting any
insurgency movement.

As for example the insurgency that

exists today in East Pakistan.

To ignore the potential

conflict along these waterways in the future is to ignore
the strong possibility of insurgency; 2 Communist supported
and possible directed movements that could well lead to
crucial shifts in the Global balance of power.
Air Support for Counterinsurgency.

The Communists

will no doubt continue to wage "wars of liberation" on a
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continuing basis.

Effective use of airpower is one of the

primary methods of countering an insurgency.

Airpower

permits concentration of attacks on targets wherever they
may be located and compels the insurgent to disperse his
facilities and forces and spread his defense effort.

In

addition COIN airpower will allow wide dispersion of bases
and facilities without greatly diminishing the ability of
forces to concentrate quickly in the air.J
Close Air Support Operations.

Close Air Support (CAS)

of ground and air assault operations in support of river
forces in the Republic of Vietnam has contributed in a
very decisive degree to the success of counterinsurgency
operations.

The primary advantage of CAS is its ability

to provide immediate supporting fire which other supporting
arms cannot give because of range, defilade or other terrain limitations.

The aircraft is usually the only

supporting fire available to counterinsurgency forces
along rivers in remote mountain and jungle areas of operation.

Reaction time of CAS is usually measured in terms

of a few minutes.
The wide variety of armament that the aircraft can
deliver provides flexibility across the ground target
spectrum.

Bombs, rockets, napalm and strafing attacks

are devastating and demoralizing to any enemy, and enable
ground forces to take objectives much easier and quicker.
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The mere presence of aircraft over the area usually suppresses enemy activity resulting in a bonus effect.
P~yc~ologically

airpower can weaken a would-be opponent

or a fired-up guerilla fighter.

In counterinsurgency

operations, movement must be carried out swiftly, and
aggressive attacks must be launched suddenly and unexpectedly. 4
Helicopter vs OV-lOA.

When comparing the advantages

of the present day attack helicopter in the inventory, such
as the "Huey" and "Cobra", versus the OV-lOA operating in a
counterinsurgency environment, the following factors apply•
Except for the capability of vertical take-offs and landings,
the OV-lOA (1) can carry and deliver a much larger ordnance
pay load, (2) has much lower maintenance and operating costs,
(J) has a quicker reaction time, longer range and a much

longer on station time and (4) perhaps most important a
much higher survivability rate even in a low threat area,
The follow-on attack helicopiter .. Cheyenne" may claim to
out-perform the OV-lOA but is presently experiencing
stability problems and production of this helicopter has
been delayed indefinitely.

In addition, the cost of the

OV-lOA of $450,000 dollars per fly away aircraft is much
less compared to over one million a copy for the
"Cheyenne."5
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Continued Requirement for the COIN Aircraft.

The OV-lOA

Aircraft was the first aircraft specifically designed for
close-in battlefield operations and has offered

fle~ible

support tailored to modern limited war and counterinsurgency operations.

It may be noted that there have been

few references in this paper to the political, economic
and psychological aspects of counterinsurgency warfare.
These omissions do not imply that air support alone can
defeat the insurgents.

On the other hand, the majority

of insurgencies cannot effectively be quelled without the
support of airpower.

A nation faced with an insurgency

must be prepared to take steps to stem the insurgents
actions before rebellion and open warfare prevail.

The

COIN Aircraft, in addition to its strike and interdiction
role can easily be converted for psychological warfare
with installation of airborne loud speakers in the cargo
bay compartment.

In addition, the cargo bay compartment

can be modified to (1) carry up to five paratroopers for
specialized missions, (2) for use of specialized weapons
and photographic and electronic reconnaissance, and (J) for
medical evacuation at distances too great for helicopters.
The COIN Aircraft was designed for adaptability to a wide
range of functions and to demanding environmental condition$.
In military operation this adaptability has been matched
to the battlefield role.
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But the effective application of the COIN Aircrafts versatility need not end with military functions.
The COIN Aircraft can provide a peacetime air
resource in the same operating environments in which
it provides battlefield support.

Civil action and per-

sonal response programs by new emerging governments can
i •n many instances prevent and stamp out insurgencies
before they become effective.
The COIN Aircraft in Peace Time.

The COIN Aircraft

operates over a broad flight envelope in the middle performance range.

This performance envelope is ideally

suited to effective accomplishments of work horse duties
in difficult environments.
The versatile utilitarian cargo bay has sufficient
space and strength to provide a personnel and/or cargo
carrying capability.

It is capable of carrying J,200

pounds of supplies such as medical items, parts, food,
water, tools and other small emergency items within operation.

It can also air lift and land five passengers

that may include medical, police or administration teams
plus cargo within the same radius.
While other means of casualty evacuation will normally
be employed, the COIN aircraft can evacuate two litter
cases and an attendant without any modifications.
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In

addition to these basic peacetime applications, the aircraft is well suited to the performance of mapping,
geographical survey, propaganda, and various types of
agricultural missions.
The COIN Aircraft has a number of design features
which can make it an effective training vehicle.

Its

rugged landing gear, excellent stability, instrumentation
and twin engine reliability are well suited to the erratic
handling of inexperienced operators.

Outstanding visi-

bility for instructor or student in either cockpit is a
necessary characteristic for a training aircraft.

The

wide performance range and maneuverability are excellent
for aerobatics and all types of formation flying.

More-

over, as a tactical aircraft, it can support a full syllabus of navigation communication, and ordnance delivery.
Summary.

An analysis of the most likely threat to

underdeveloped nations is that of insurgency or
national liberation. 11

11

wars of

If the United States is to have

some capability in the future to either assist its allies
through provision of close air support or provision of
air crew training of indigenous personnel for this counterinsurgency role, then it is necessary that a COIN requirement be established and supported.

This is required not

only for the United States Air Force and United States
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Marine Corps but also for the United States Navy if it
is to

compl~ment

properly a riverine warfare force

with

close air support.
The versatility of the COIN •••• in this case the OV-lOA
"Bronco" •••• has been demonstrated and described herein.
The peacetime use
cated.

for this aircraft has also been indi-

In regards to the likely competitor •••• the

"Cheyenne" •••• the helicopter state of the art precludes it
from being a serious competitor to the COIN, at least in
the foreseeable future.

The following chapter will make

some conclusions and advance specific recommendations
related to the issue discussed.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions.

It is quite clear to this writer,

especially after exhaustive research and a very real
COIN experience in Vietnam, that the United States must
possess in its defense arsenal COIN-purpose forces, that
must include aircraft specifically designed for COIN-type
operations.

This aircraft is currently possessed in the

form of the OV-lOA, whose capabilities and qualifications
have been proven and time-tested.
Some of the more significant facts and findings that
bear repeating are•
1.

Survivability design and high maneuverability

minimized airborne combat losses.
2.

Ruggedness, simplicity of operation and maintain-

ability kept maintenance hours per flight hours at a surprisingly low figure.

3.

Low-cost, slower speed, turbo-prop power carried

amazing quantities of much needed ordnance to difficult
targets and provided a stable platform to fire accurately
from.

Loiter time, rapid turn around, and staying immed-

iately over the target area make jet proponent arguments
rather weak, and prompt COIN supporters to claim cost
effectiveness credentials for the "Bronco."
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4.

Insurgency type war setting with very difficult

terrain and not an abundance of elaborate runway systems
and fields makes the COIN Aircraft far more practical and
efficient.

5.

Threats to peace and stability exist for many of

the so-called emerging or underdeveloped countries of the
world and insurgencies are real, ripe, or a distinct
possibility.

The COIN Aircraft can vitally help stern those

insurgencies.

6.

Multi-mission capable and "on-the-shalf" avail-

able are selling points for a highly successful counterinsurgency aircraft.
Recommendations.
1.

The United States must retain a strong, effective

counterinsurgency warfare capability.

The OV-lOA, cornbat-

tested and proven in Vietnam, must be included if airpower
is to have its rightful place in COIN efforts.
2.

Despite the Nixon Doctrine which some argue means

"don't get involved" in its strictest sense, overriding
U.S. national interests may surely require the United States
to assist other nations in combating insurgency, rebellion
and revolution.

Complete contingency planning demands that

the COIN Aircraft be irnrnediatelyaavailable and in a high
state of readiness to answer any call.

Jl

Though it should be

apparent to most observers, the author deems it necessary to
remind the skeptics, that general conventional type wars
are still not in vogue - more limited conflicts remain the
threat

~n

the forseeable future and COIN is the name of

the realists game.

3.

It will be recognized that try as we might, the

United States does not intend to get directly involved in
war after the Southeast Asia conflict subsides.

However,

a U.S. COIN contingency capability could hold quick solutions to friendly requests for advisory assistance and
training efforts.

Training of free world forces in counter-

insurgency, and especially in the operation and use of
airpower, must continue and if anything expand •••• the latter
in perfect keeping with the Nixon Doctrine as this writer
views it •••• train others to defend themselves.

The COIN

aircraft can prove invaluable in that defense effort!

4.

The OV-lOA Aircraft is a relatively ••simple to

fly and fix" aircraft, ideally suited for countries faced
with economic difficulties, meager armed forces, a shortage of professionally trained people and lacking in technical skills.

The .. Bronco .. would be an ideal stateside

training aircraft to not only train aspiring pilots but
also teach skills in counterinsurgency.

Moreover, the

same aircraft part of a military assistance program (MAP)
could be the answer to home-country pilot training, that
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is United States trained indigenous pilots and technicians could return to their lands and use the OV-lOA
for training and operations.

5.

The multi-mission dimension of the COIN aircraft

of course, extends into peacetime usage as well as wartime.
The OV-lOA with its cargo, patient, information, psywar,
medcap, etc., capabilities could well be utilized to extend the image, influence and effectiveness of young
struggling governments.

Oddly enough to some people,

ability to take off and land in remote areas can have a
direct effect on the extension and relevance of government.

6.

USAF/uSMC/USN forces should include the OV-lOA

aircraft and training of U.S. and friendly nation pilots
must continue.

It is recognized that the main responsi-

bility and mission to provide close air support of ground
forces rests with the
assault operations.

u.s.

Air Force except in amphibious

However, due to the future insurgency

threats along the countless rivers and waterways that form
the lifeline-latticework in so many of the "third-world"
countries, the

u.s.

Navy should continue to have a COIN

capability.

?.

The COIN aircraft should be thoroughly compared

with the more prestigeous image builder jets (such as F5
"Freedom Fighter" and A-37 aircraft) to insure that the
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United States and host countries are truly getting the most
for their defense dollar, in both war and peace.
8.

The T-28 aircraft has long been recognized as

one of the most respected, most effective training vehicles,
for so many countries air forces.
is long overdue.
many needs.

However, a replacememt

The OV-lOA may well be the answer to

Its versatility and qualifications mark it

as a very safe platform which combines the characteristics
of a single engine fighter-attack machine and the safety
training features of dual engine/dual cockpit.

Pilots

so trained in these aircraft would thus be afforded an
excellent all-around training aircraft which also has
such unlimited operational capabilities.

For excel1ent

training and a wide variety of uses in the most probable
kinds of war of the future, the COIN aircraft is a strong
candidate.

An exhaustive study of this particular con-

sideration is in order.

The Naval Air Training Command is

suggested for a test effort in this regard.
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